
INTRODUCTION to L Codes   

L-codes describe orthoses by identifying which body parts they are intended,    

(S=Shoulder, E=Elbow, W=Wrist, H=Hand, and F=Finger), followed by the letter O for 

Orthosis. L-codes are also described as static (without joint) or dynamic (non-torsion 

joint and elastic bands and turnbuckles), and specify whether an orthosis is custom, 

prefabricated, or prefabricated with customization by a skilled clinician. The L-code is 

the number linked to the specific description of the orthosis for proper communication to 

the payer.    

Every L-Code has a detailed description that explains whether or not that L-Code is 

prefabricated, prefabricated with customization, or custom fabricated. In addition 

the L-code description identifies an orthosis that is used to mobilize (dynamic, serial 

static, or static progressive) or immobilize (static) the anatomical structures.  If the L-

Code is for an immobilization orthosis then the description will contain the words 

“without joint” to indicate no joints are mobilized.  If the L-Code is for a mobilization 

orthosis then the description will contain words such as “non-torsion joints, elastic 

bands, and turnbuckles”.  L-codes for mobilization indicate there is at least one joint 

that the orthosis crosses in which a torque is being applied via elastic bands, springs, or 

turnbuckles.  There may also include at least one joint which torque is not applied in 

mobilization orthosis.  This language primarily applies to the custom fabricated orthoses.  

The prefabricated orthoses descriptions use words such as “rigid” to denote an 

immobilizing or restricting orthosis and “adjustable or locking joints” for a mobilizing 

orthosis (HCPCS 2011).     

   

WHATS INCLUDED IN AN LCODE?   

The L-Code is generally inclusive of the evaluation, cost of base materials, fabrication, 

fitting, and adjustments to the orthosis. The Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) 

code 97760 (a time dependent code), used for initial encounter only, may be used in 

conjunction with the L-Code only if training goes above and beyond what is considered 

customary. The CPT code should not be used for basic and routine training of use and 

care. It is imperative that documentation must justify why the training time was 

lengthened and what that training entailed.  An evaluation CPT code can only be charged 

at the time of orthotic fabrication/dispensing if the orthosis is part of a treatment plan and 

the patient will be seen for ongoing treatment. Laterality should always be a modifier 

and required on the billing form; RT for right upper extremity and LTfor the left upper 

extremity.    

   

HOW & WHEN TO USE 97760 & 97763   

   

For January 1, 2018, The Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) Editorial Panel revised 

the set of codes physical and occupational therapists use to report orthotic and prosthetic 

management and training services by differentiating between initial and subsequent 

encounters through the • Addition of the term “initial encounter” to the code descriptors 

for CPT codes 97760 and 97761   



• Creation of CPT code 97763 to describe all subsequent encounters for orthotics and/or 

prosthetics management and training services   

• Deletion of CPT code 97762   

CMS definition of code 97763   

CPT code 97763 Orthotic(s)/prosthetic(s) management and/or training, upper 

extremity(ies), lower extremity(ies), and/or trunk, subsequent orthotic(s)/prosthetic(s) 

encounter, each 15 minutes   

According to the CMS document released on November 21, “CPT code 97763 is 

designated as ‘always therapy’ and must always be reported with the appropriate therapy 

modifier, GN, GO or GP, to indicate whether it’s under a Speech-language pathology 

(SLP), Occupational Therapy (OT) or Physical Therapy (PT) plan of care, respectively.”  

97763 should be used “to describe all subsequent encounters for orthotics and/or 

prosthetics management and training services.”   

The new long descriptors for CPT codes 97760 and 97761 is now intended only to be 

reported for the initial encounter with the patient are:   

• CPT code 97760 (Orthotic(s) management and training (including 

assessment and fitting when not otherwise reported), upper 

extremity(ies), lower extremity(ies) and/or trunk, initial orthotic(s) 

encounter, each 15 minutes)  

• CPT code 97761 (Prosthetic(s) training, upper and/or lower 

extremity(ies), initial prosthetic(s) encounter, each 15 minutes)   

   

There is no clear reimbursement fee schedule for all the L Codes and the therapist 

should check with the patient’s insurance provider via payer relations before using 

these codes.     

KEY TO ANATOMICAL HEADINGS for L Code Description   

SEWHFO     shoulder, elbow, wrist, hand, finger/thumb orthosis   

SEWHO    shoulder, elbow, wrist, hand orthosis   

SEO     shoulder, elbow orthosis   

EWHFO    elbow, wrist, hand, finger/thumb orthosis   

EWHO    elbow, wrist, hand orthosis   

WHFO    wrist, hand, finger/thumb orthosis   

WHO     wrist, hand orthosis   

HFO     hand, finger/thumb orthosis   

SO       shoulder orthosis   



EO       elbow orthosis   

HO       hand orthosis   

FO       finger/thumb orthosis   

   

Prefabricated Orthoses   

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) adopted additional coding for 

prefabricated or “off-the-shelf” orthotics. These have been divided into two 

categories each with a different code. The first describes prefabricated orthoses 

“requiring minimal self-adjustment for use and do not require expertise for 

trimming, bending, molding assembling or customizing the fit to the individual.” 

These are orthoses that can be adjusted by the patient, a caretaker or a supplier who 

does not have specialized training in orthotics or prosthetics. The second is for 

prefabricated orthoses that do “require expertise in customizing the orthotic to fit 

the individual patient.”   

For example, L3809 is a prefabricated static WHFO that requires minimal 

adjustment and L3807 is the same, but requires molding, trimming etc. in order to 

correctly fit and align the patient. The documentation in the chart must indicate the 

changes made to justify the expert adjustment choice.   

The following codes are those OTS codes most likely to be used by hand therapists:   

Prefabricated, minimal 
adjustment   

Prefabricated, expert adjustment 
required   

L3809   L3807   

L3916   L3915   

L3918   L3917   

L3924   L3923 *w/CG modifier   

L3930   
L3761   

L3929   
L3760   

   

Description of Orthoses   
   

P/F, OTS   Prefabricated or Off The Shelf   
Orthoses that require minimal self-adjustment for appropriate use 

and do not require expertise in trimming, bending, molding, 

assembling or customizing to fit the beneficiary.   



   

P/F, C/Fit   Prefabricated item that has been customized to fit by the clinician   
A prefabricated device manufactured without a specific patient in 

mind. The device may or may not be supplied as a kit that requires 

some assembly and/or fitting and adjustment, or a device that must be 

trimmed, bent, molded (with or without heat) or otherwise modified 

by an individual with expertise in customizing the item to fit ad be 

used by a specific patient  

  

C/F      Custom Fabricated   
A custom-fabricated item is one that is individually made for a specific 

patient. No other patient would be able to use this item. A  

custom fabricated item is a device that is fabricated based on clinically 

derived and rectified castings, tracings, measurements and/or other 

images of the body part (such as X-rays). The fabrication may involve 

using calculations, templates and components. This process requires 

the use of basic materials including, but not limited to plastic, metal, 

leather or cloth in the form of uncut or unshaped sheets, bars or other 

basic forms and involves substantial work such as vacuum forming, 

cutting, bending, molding, sewing, drilling and finishing prior to 

fitting on the patient.   

   

Silver Ring Splints   

According to the advice of a CMS MAC representative, a therapist can bill the L 

3933 code for silver ring splints. The therapist measures the patient for the orthosis, 

and the silver ring splint company manufactures the orthosis. The therapist pays for 

the finished silver ring splint and provides the orthosis to the patient. The therapist 

can bill for the orthosis because it is still custom fabricated for the patient; however, 

the therapist must have a DMEPOS provider number if they are billing Medicare 

part B, and they would bill the MAC for their region. Because there are four 

different MACs for the 50 states, it would be best to check with the MAC for your 

region if they will reimburse the L 3933 code for the silver ring splints.   

   

   



Strapping   

Strapping (29240 – 29280) is the application of adhesive, non-elastic straps. The 

main purpose of using a strapping technique and using these codes is to increase 

joint stability and reduce the likelihood of an injury. Examples of strapping 

materials and techniques are listed below.   

29240: Application of Shoulder Strapping   

29260: Application of Elbow/Wrist Strapping   

29280: Application of Hand/Finger Strapping   

McConnell Taping   

   

   

Athletic Taping   

   

  

Buddy Straps   

29280   

Finger Strapping: can be used for the initial application and instruction of buddy 

taping or strapping.  This would be a one-time charge and not chargeable for 

multiple visits. It applies when the buddy taping is being used as a treatment for a 

finger fracture, sprain/strain or other injury.   

   

   



   

   

Casting   
   

Casting (29065- 29086) can be used therapeutically for edema reduction, resolution 

of contractures, improving joint mobility or for joint mobilization. Casting can be 

Plaster of Paris (POP) or Fiberglass-type materials.   

   

29085: Application of wrist and/or hand cast   

29086: Application of finger cast    

    

*Consider using CPT code 97760 to train and instruct the patient in the cast’s use, 

wear, care and precautions   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   



 

 

L-Codes   
These are guidelines only and are to be used for general application. There are many 

orthoses that are custom fabricated from thermoplastic material and/or other various 

materials/components that may not fall into an exact L Code as described below. 

Therefore, the clinicians must use best judgment in coding as close to the descriptor as 

possible.    

Providers are encouraged to consult with their regional DME MAC jurisdiction. The 

information provided below has been collected primarily from the resources of the 

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. The photographs are from a personal 

library and a few from various vendors of UE orthoses. For non-Medicare/Medicaid 

coding, clinicians should seek clarification and guidance on how each of these carriers 

reimburse for orthoses prior to coding for the service.     

   
L3650  SO, P/F, OTS   figure of eight 

design abduction restrainer   

   

   
   

     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L3660  SO, P/F, OTS  figure of eight design, abduction 

restrainer, canvas and webbing   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3650
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3650
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3650
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3660
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3660
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3660


   
L3670  SO, P/F, OTS   acromio/clavicular 

(canvas and webbing type),    

   

   
   

   
L3671  SO, C/F - Immobilization  without joints, may include soft interface, 

straps, includes fitting and.adjustments   

   

   
   

   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3670
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3670
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3670
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3671
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3671
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3671


L3674  SO, C/F - Immobilization      
Abduction positioning (airplane design), thoracic component and support bar, w or w/o non torsion 

joint/turnbuckle, May include soft interface, straps   

   

   
   
L3675  SO, P/F, OTS      vest type abduction restrainer, 

canvas webbing type or equal   

   

   
   

   
L3702  EO, C/F  - Immobilization    
(without joints, may include soft interface, straps, includes fitting and adjustment   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3674
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3674
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3674
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3675
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3675
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3675
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3702
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3702
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3702


  
   
   
L3710  EO, P/F, OTS       
elastic w metal joints   

   
L3720  EO, C/F  - Mobilization   
Double upright with forearm/arm cuffs, free motion,   

   

   
   

   

    

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3710
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3710
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3710
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3720
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3720
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3720


L3730  EO, C/F. – Mobilization double upright w forearm/arm 

cuffs, extension or flexion assist    

   

   
   
   
L3740  EO, C/F - Immobilization      
double upright w forearm/arm cuffs, adjustable position lock w active control   

Please Note: This code contains descriptors such as ‘cable- or power-driven’ device referring to 

customfabricated prostheses, not mobilization orthoses. Please read the code description carefully 

before selecting.   

    
   

   
   
L3761  EO P/F, OTS    with adjustable position locking joint(s), , includes fitting 

and adjustments, any type   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3730
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3730
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3730
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3740
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3740
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3740


   
   
L3760  EO, P/F, C/F   
Elbow orthosis with adjustable position locking joint(s), prefabricated, item that has been trimmed, bent, 
molded, assembled, or otherwise customized to fit a specific patient by an individual with expertise   

   

No picture at this time   
   
L3762  EO, P/F, OTS   rigid, w/o joints, 

includes soft interface material   

   

   
   
L3763  EWHO, C/F - Immobilization   without joints, may include soft interface, 

straps, includes fitting and adjustments   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3762
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3762
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3762
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3763
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3763
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3763


  
L3764  EWHO, C/F - Mobilization   
Includes one or more non-torsion joints, elastic bands, turnbuckles, may include soft interface, 

straps, fitting and adjustments   

   

   

L3765  EWHFO, C/F – Immobilization  without joints, may include soft 

interface, straps, fitting and adjustments   

   

   
   

   

    

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3764
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3764
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3764
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3765
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3765
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3765


   
L3766  EWHFO, C/F - Mobilization  includes one or more non torsion joints, elastic bands, 

turnbuckles, may include soft interface, straps, fitting and adjustments   

   

   
   

   

   

   

   

   
L3806  WHFO, C/F – Mobilization   
Includes one or more non-torsion joints, elastic bands/springs or turnbuckles; may include soft 
interface, straps (includes fitting and adjustment).   

   

   

  
   

    

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3766
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3766
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3766
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3806
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3806
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3806


   
   
L3807  WHFO, P/F, C/Fit  An orthosis that has been trimmed, bent, molded, assembled or 
otherwise customized to fit a specific patient by an individual with specialized expertise. w/o 

joints   

   
    

   
   
L3808  WHFO, C/F – Immobilization  without joints, may include soft interface, 

straps, includes fitting and adjustments   

   

  
   

   

   
   
L3809  WHFO,  P/F, OTS w/o joint(s), 
any type.   

    

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3807
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3807
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3807
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3808
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3808
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3808
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3808
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3809
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3809
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3809


   

   
   

   

   
   
   
   
   
   
L3900 WHFO, C/F – Immobilization   
dynamic flexor hinge, reciprocal wrist extension/flexion, finger flexion/extension wrist or finger 

driven,    

   

   
   

   

   

    

    

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3900
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3900
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3900
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3900


   
L3901 WHFO, C/F   
dynamic flexor hinge, reciprocal wrist extension/flexion, finger flexion/extension, cable driven,   

   

Please Note: This code contains descriptors such as ‘cable- or power-driven’ device referring to 

customfabricated prostheses, not mobilization orthoses. Please read the code description carefully 

before selecting.   

   

     
   
   
   
   
L3904  WHFO, C/F external powered, electric   

Please Note: This code contains descriptors such as ‘cable- or power-driven’ device referring to 

customfabricated prostheses, not mobilization orthoses. Please read the code description carefully 

before selecting.   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3901
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3901
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3901
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3901
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3904
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3904
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3904


    
   

   
   
L3905  WHO, C/F – Mobilization   
Includes one or more non-torsion joints, elastic bands, turnbuckles, may include soft interface, straps 
(includes fitting and adjustment).   

   

   
L3906  WHO, C/F - Immobilization   
(without joints, may include soft interface, straps, includes fitting and adjustments   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3905
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3905
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3905
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3906
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3906
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3906


  
   

   
   
L3908  WHO, P/F, OTS  wrist extension 

control cock-up, non molded,    

   

   
   

   

    

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3908
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3908
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3908


L3912  HFO, P/F, OTS   flexion 

glove w elastic finger control   

   

   

   
   

     
L3913  HFO, C/F – Immobilization  without joints, may include soft interface, 

straps, includes fitting and adjustments   

   

    

*Note 3913: Custom Neoprene HFO orthoses can be coded 3913 if they have a 
thermoplastic insert. They are considered straps by Medicare and are not 

    

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3912
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3912
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3912
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3913
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3913
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3913


reimbursed unless there is a thermoplastic insert/piece. Other payers may pay 
for them.    
L3915  WHO, P/F, C/Fit  An Orthosis that has been trimmed, bent molded, assembled or 

otherwise customized to fit a specific patient by an individual with expertise   
includes one or more non torsion joints(s), elastic bands, turnbuckles, may include soft interface, 

straps, fitting and adjustments   

   

   
   

     
L3916  WHO, P/F   
includes one or more non torsion joint(s), elastic bands, turnbuckles, may include soft interface, 

straps, fitting and adjustments   

   

    
   

Note: the difference between 3915 and 3916 is the skill level necessary 
(expertise) in order to properly fit the orthosis. If no skill is required, and the 
patient can wear the orthosis as intended from the supplier, then 3916 is best 
code to use   
   
   
L3917  HO, P/F, C/Fit  An orthosis that has been trimmed, bent molded, assembled or otherwise 
customized to fit a specific patient by an individual with expertise  metacarpal fracture orthosis,   

   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3915
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3915
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3915
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3916
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3916
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3916
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3917
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3917
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3917


   
L3918  HO, P/F, OTS   
metacarpal fracture orthosis   

   

   
   

Note: the difference between 3917 and 3919 is the skill level necessary 
(expertise) in order to properly fit the orthosis. If no skill is required, and the 
patient can wear the orthosis as intended from the supplier, then 3918 is best 
code to use   
   
   
L3919  HO, C/F – Immobilization  without joints, may include soft interface, 

straps, includes fitting and.adjustments   

   

   

   
   

   

   

   

L3921 HFO, C/F - Mobilization   
Includes one or more non-torsion joints, elastic bands, turnbuckles, may include soft interface, straps 
(includes fitting and adjustment).   

   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3918
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3918
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3918
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3919
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3919
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3919
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3921
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3921
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3921
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3921


   
   

     
L3923  HFO, P/F, C/Fit  An orthosis that has been trimmed, bent, molded, assembled or 
otherwise customized to fit a specific patient by an individual with expertise    
   
w/o joints may include soft interface, straps, fitting and adjustments   

   

     
   

*Note the neoprene orthosis was modified with the addition of a neoprene 
strap that was riveted on to increase the length of the strap for ease of 
application.   

*Medicare does recognize elastic supports that have additional plastic or metal 
inserts. If the HFO orthosis or support meets this requirement and is custom 
adjusted, it can be submitted with code L3923 and the CG modifier. The CG 
modifier indicates that “policy criteria has been applied” meaning the support 
includes or is comprised of plastic and/or metal and that it requires the skill of 
a professional for molding or fitting (in this case the moldable insert was 
adjusted to ‘fit the patient’).   
   

     
L3924  HFO, P/F, OTS  w/o joints may include soft interface, straps, 

fitting and adjustments   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3923
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3923
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3923
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3924
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3924
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3924


   
   
*Note: If this orthosis was not custom adjusted, then the L3924 is the appropriate code   
   

   

   
   
   
L3925  FO, P/F, OTS   
non torsion joint/spring, extension/flexion, may include soft interface material, straps, fitting and  
adjustments   

   

   
   

     
L3927  FO, P/F OTS  w/o joint/spring, extension/flexion (static or ring type) may include soft 

interface material, straps, fitting and adjustments   

   

   
   
   
L3929  HFO, P/F, C/Fit   
An orthosis that has been trimmed, bent, molded, assembled or otherwise customized to fit a 
specific patient by an individual with expertise.     

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3925
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3925
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3925
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3927
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3927
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3927
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3929
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3929
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3929


Includes one or more non torsion joint(s), turnbuckles, elastic bands/springs, may include soft 

interface material, straps, fitting and adjustments   

   

   

   

    
   

   

     
L3930  HFO, P/F, OTS   includes one or more non torsion joint(s), turnbuckles, elastic 

bands/springs, may include soft  

interface material, straps,...   

   

    
   

   
L3931  WHFO, P/F, OTS  includes one or more non torsion joint(S), turnbuckles, elastic 

bands/springs, may include soft interface material, straps fitting and adjustments   

   

   

    

    

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3930
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3930
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3930
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3931
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3931
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3931


   
   

   
   
   
   
L3933  FO, C/F - Immobilization   
(without joints, may include soft interface, straps, includes fitting and adjustments   

   

.       

    

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3933
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3933
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3933


 
   

Note:    

29086: finger casting: can be used as a one time charge for application of an 
initial serial cast and teaching the patient or patient’s family.  It should not be 
billed for successive cast applications and does not cover supplies.   
   
   
L3935  FO, C/F – Mobilization  non-torsion joint, bands, may include soft interface, straps, 

includes fitting and adjustments   

   

   

  

        

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3935
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3935
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3935


   
   

     
L3956  Addition of joint to upper extremity orthosis, any material; per joint.   

   

   

   
   

   
L3960  SEWHO, P/F, OTS  abduction 

positioning, airplane design,   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3956
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3956
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3956
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3960
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3960
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3960


   
   
   
L3961  SEWHO, C/F – Immobilization  shoulder cap design, w/o joints, may include soft 

interface, straps, includes fitting and adjustment   

   

   
   

   
L3962  SEWHO, P/F, OTS  abduction 

positioning Erb’s palsy design,    

   

   
   

     
L3967  SEWHO, C/F - Immobilization  abduction positioning (airplane design), thoracic component 

and support bar, w/o joints, may include soft interface, straps, fitting and adjustments   

   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3961
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3961
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3961
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3962
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3962
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3962
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3967
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3967
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3967


   
     
L3971  SEWHO, C/F - Mobilization  shoulder cap design, includes one or more non torsion joints, 

elastic bands, turnbuckles, may include soft interface, straps, fitting and adjustments   

   

   

   
   
L3973  SEWHO, C/F – Mobilization  abduction positioning  (airplane design), thoracic component 

and support bar, includes one of more  

non torsion joints...   

   

    
   
L3975  SEWHFO, C/F – Immobilization  shoulder cap design, w/o joints, may include 

soft interface, straps, fitting and adjustments   

   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3971
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3971
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3971
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3973
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3973
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3973
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3975
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3975
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3975


   
   

   

L3976  SEWHFO, C/F – Immobilization  abduction positioning (airplane design), thoracic 

component and support bar, w/o joints, may include soft interface, straps, fitting and adjustments   

   

   

   
   

   

   

   
L3977  SEWHFO, C/F – Mobilization  shoulder cap design, includes one or more non torsion joints, 

elastic bands turnbuckles, may include soft interface, straps fitting and adjustments   

   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3976
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3976
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3976
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3977
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3977
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3977


   
   

   

   

   

L3978  SEWHFO, C/F - Mobilization  abduction positioning (airplane design) thoracic component 

and support bar, includes one or more non torsion joints, straps, fitting and adjustments   

   

   

   
   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3978
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3978
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3978


   
L3980  Upper extremity fracture orthosis, humeral, P/F, includes fitting and adjustment.   
   

   
   

   
L3981  Upper extremity fracture orthosis, humeral, P/F, includes shoulder cap design, with or w/o 

joints, forearm, fitting and adjustments   

   

   
   

   

   

   
L3982  Upper extremity fracture orthosis, radial/ulnar, P/F, includes fitting and adjustment.   
   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3980
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3980
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3980
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3981
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3981
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3981
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3982
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3982
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3982


   
   

     
L3984  Upper extremity fracture orthosis, wrist, P/F, includes fitting and adjustment.   

   
   

   

   

   

   
L3995  Addition to upper extremity orthosis, sock, fracture or equal, each.   

   

   
   

   

   

   
L4002  Replacement strap, any orthosis, includes all components, any length, any type.   

   

https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3984
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3984
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3984
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3995
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3995
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l3995
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l4002
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l4002
https://www.asht.org/practice/l-codes/l4002


   


